
Every 1000 years, a race called the SHUMANITE, send a messenger from their world to put a 

baby seed in a woman or abduct a woman and fertilize an egg into her on their home planet. 

The procedure kill the host woman and leave the baby parentless. This experiment is to determine 

and measure how their abilities develop into the bodies of the human race. Shumanite are distant 

human cousins.  

They have abilities such as shifting gravity cell, which allows them to jump extremely high (above 

300 meters) and also render them extremely heavy, they can increase their heart rates to think 

faster, see & and locate faster, They run fast, they can transfer their entire body weight into 

desired areas of their body (finger, fist, legs), thus being able to punch or kick. They eat only 

vegetables from their world.  

They share almost the same physical appearance as humans. The big difference resides in their 

bodies. Their hearts are at the center of their rib cages and is enveloped by their only one lung 

which is bigger than 2 human lungs combined. Other more notifiable differences are their eyes, 

their eyes change colors depending on a situation.  

 

Cloud is the main character of the short film. He was named Cloud by the orphanage that found 

him in the trash. He grew up in different foster homes, but never felt like he belonged, because he 

did not know who were his real parents.  

The Shumanite have always been in the shadow of his step since his arrival on earth. They set a 

bacteria in his body that would only allow him to use his potential when he reach the quarter of a 

century. The bacteria served also as a defense and an immune system booster. The bacteria 

would allow him to hold his breath for 2 hours in case of drowning or any other accident. (The 

bacteria was also a planetary tracker) He only started to speak at 6 years old but could speak 5 

languages fluently (learned in the radio and watching TV).  



Raised by some African migrant, who took him because the government would give money to 

anyone adopting, he grew up with a strict and authoritarian education but without any real love. 

One day as he came back from school, he saw the police in front of his home & later learned that 

his host family has been murdered. So he ran away, fearing to have to be in another host family. 

He started to live in the poor hoods, and he eventually started assimilate himself to the misguided 

youth of the street, sharing their passions to become rich by any means necessary. Victims of 

gangs, drugs and sex, He will witness several time the injustice of the system toward the 

minorities. He will then decide to be the worst enemy of the authorities but the best friend of the 

locals. Regulating drugs and other traffics, lowering the murder rate and creating a pseudo safe 

environment. Eventually, one day somebody will want to dethrone him thus attempting to kill him. 

The bacteria saves him but leaves him with wonder, after running away from the betrayal of 

people that he thought he was helping. He decide to live a laidback life, selling marijuana and 

stealing from distributor at night times.  

After 2 years of living the same routine, he is finally 25 years old, and the Shumanite activate the 

bacteria, killing it, and releasing his power, which he is not aware of and doesn’t control yet.  

The Shumanite knowing his whole life, decide to set up a trap that would require him to use his 

power in other to solve it. They mind control a group of robbers, and send them to attack a child 

hood friend, the girl name is Maryanne .The attack is so bad that it leave her in hospital. He pays 

her a visit and she is surprised that he still alive, but he explain to her that, he wanted to change 

life and was tired of the same thing. She gives him hints of whom she suspect did the attack and 

he goes after them. Out of the hospital he is attacked by them, knocked out. He wakes up to an 

interrogatory of a guy who tell him that he is interfering with his business. And that this girl is his 

prostitute he is her pimp and That Cloud owes him money now.  

Overtaken by the fear to be killed or suffer, Cloud heart rate changes and see the environment in 

slow-motion, he escape the chair he was tied to, and use the own guns of the robber and pimp 

against themselves. 3 dead but one stayed alive because he was in the other room and the scene 

happened too quick.  

Our character becomes more aware of a difference in his body, and doesn’t understand why he 

did not feel any grief by killing this three persons. Then he continue to visit his friend at the 

hospital, where she admit that she was a prostitute but now it’s over. Cloud passed the first test of 

the Shumanite. But because he used human weapons and equipment, they chose to do another 

experiment. This time as he returns to Maryanne’s home, he learns that the one survivor ganged 

up with the local gangster to avenge the death of the pimp and his two men.  

Cloud flies away (high jump) from the scene with Maryanne, put her in a safe place and go to 

learn about his powers. He goes back to her hoods after a few weeks with 2 automatic pistol and 



his new abilities. Outnumbered by the thugs, He fully unleash his powers, mixing human 

weaponry with Shumanite abilities and disables all assaulters.  

When he is done and return homes, he found Maryanne dead. And 2 Shumanite telling him that 

his mission is over. And that he was a failed example test subject. (Because he mixed human 

technology with advance spiritual Shumanistic skills). They proceed by shooting cosmic energy 

wave in his body, leaving him for dead.  

END of the first Part. 

************************************ 

 

The 2nd part will be about him, waking up in a desert place, where he will think that he is 

in hell for killing the three persons. But later he will learn that he was sent there by some other 

alien race, searching for a wanted man, which the reward is a full solar system in the 3 

constellation away.  

The name of the guy is Richard B. Riddick.  


